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LogicKeyboard Introduction

LogicKeyboard is specialized in Largeprint keyboards and  
keyboard cover solutions. 

The company was founded in 2002 and headquarters in 
Denmark, with sales offices in Cheyenne, WY (USA) and  
Guangzhou, China.

LogicKeyboard Large Print has been designed for individuals 
who suffer from visual impairments, or just have a hard time 
reading the existing commands on their keyboards.

The products are high quality, well designed, and attractive.

Why use Largeprint keyboards

Our large print keyboard solutions help users with impaired  
vision to more easily and accurately type on the keyboard 
when using the computer. 

Our Large Print keyboards and Large Print Logicskins are 
designed with different high contrast colors to fit individual 
needs.

With an USB port on each side of the keyboard, users can 
plug in our LogicLight to further enhance visibility.

Our LogicSkin can help protect the keyboard or laptop  
computer from spills and dirt.

Our fully Mac compatible Bluetooth wireless keyboard can be 
used with iPhones, iPads and Android tablets.
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Large Prints
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Apple keyboards

Products

We use original Apple keyboards and customize in different 
color variations.

Our Apple keyboards provides users with high quality  
products and unquestionable compatibility to the Mac  
platform.

LogicKeyboard products include Apple keyboards, Windows 
keyboards, LogicSkins, LogicLight.

We use high quality standard Apple and Windows keyboards. 
No additional drivers need to be installed. They can be used 
for any applications just like regular keyboards. 

Our Apple keyboards are printed with color background and 
Largeprint letter commands on the top surface of the keys. 

Our Largeprint keyboards and skins have largeprinted keys 
with different color coding to for your need.
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Windows keyboards

ASTRA Series - Backlit keyboards

Our keyboard features two USB 2.0 ports to allow convenient 
connection of flash memories, cameras, mice, and other USB 
devices.

It is a full-size 107 keys (108 keys for the European version) 
keyboard with separate navigation keys and numeric pad. 

Our newest line is the Astra backlit Windows keyboard. The 
Astra line features an attractive modern keyboard design. 
These keyboards have built-in backlighting for use in a dark 
environment and even easier visibility of the letters. 

The keys are illuminated from inside the keyboard so there is 
no need for a lamp. There are five different illumination levels 
to suit every user’s needs. 

In addition to our standard silver color keyboard with a  
brushed finish, we also offer a Nero line of black color key- 
boards that fits well in a dark color décor and reduces glare 
from other light sources such as the computer monitor. 

Note: The Astra keyboard will be available for Mac in  
September 2016
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LogicSkin

LogicSkins are silicon keyboard covers that are printed with 
the same color-coded Largeprint solutions as our keyboards. 

LogicSkins can easily be placed and removed from the  
keyboard so they are very portable. They also have a secon-
dary benefit of protecting the keyboard from dirt and spills.

Macbook Pro Unibody skins

We have LogicSkins that cover full size Apple keyboards, and 
Unibody LogicSkins that cover the Apple wireless keyboards, 
the small size USB keyboards, and most Macbook Pros. Our 
new Magic LogicSkins are for Apple’s new Magic wireless 
keyboards.

Our LogicSkins for Macbooks have air channels to allow heat 
from the Macbook keyboard to dissipate more easily.

Our LogicSkins are made of soft Japanese silicon. They can 
be crumbled, stretched, and even washed without losing their 
shape.

Note: We do not make LogicSkins for Windows keyboards 
because there are too many keyboard varieties. 

Note: We do not have LogicSkins that fit the 11” Macbook Air 
and old Macbooks sold before Jan 2009.

LogicLight

The LogicLight 2 is an improved version of the LogicLight 
product introduced in 2014.

The LogicLight 2 plugs into any USB port from which it gets 
its power.

It features a touch sensitive on-off and dimmer switch. Just 
tap the tip end of the light with your finger and it goes on, 
off, or half power.

The light shade can be rotated a full 360 degrees. The  
flexible light arm can be adjusted to any desired angle. 

The Logiclight is made up of 10 cool white LEDs with a heat 
temperature rating of about 4500.  At half power, only 5 
LEDs light up.

Keyboard skins Full size mac skins
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LogicGo

The LogicGo is a travel carrying bag for our keyboards. It is  
designed to allow you to carry your keyboard to locations 
where lighting is poor or non-existent. The bag ensures that 
your keyboard is fully protected enroute.

The bag features a layer of protective material covered by an 
attractive black canvas fabric. It is stylish and features short 
handles as well as a shoulder strap. 

The LogicGo can both be used as a handbag or as a shoulder 
bag with the adjustable shoulder strap. Thoroughly protects 
your Logickeyboard when you are on the go. Opens flat to 
speed up trips through airports security. The bag contains a 
large handy accessories pocket.



North & South America

LogicKeyboard North America
2789 Chrysler Road
Cheyenne, WY 82009
USA
Tel  +1 307 778-8888 (fulfillment)
Tel  +1 949 258 3112 (sales)

Europe, Middle East & Africa

LogicKeyboard Europe
Headquaters
Kaervej 2 
DK-2970 Hoersholm
Denmark
Tel  +45 4576 5800
LogicKeyboard.com

Asia & Pacific

LogicKeyboard Asia
Room 717, Tao Le Digital Building
12 DaShaTou 2nd Road
Guangzhou
China 510100
Tel  +86 20 8382 4241

Need more information?

Howard Chan  Sales Director, America & APAC Howard.Chan@LogicKeyboard.com
Frank Søe  Sales Manager, EMEA  Frank.Soe@LogicKeyboard.com
Casper Svanemose  International Marketing Coordinator Casper.Svanemose@LogicKeyboard.com
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